Workflow Portal For HPE Content Manager

Smarter workflow
with Workflow Portal for
HPE Content Manager

.
Extend the power and reach of HPE Content Manager from
desktops to mobile devices
Highlights
••Improve organisation
collaboration with an easy to use
common workflow interface
••Streamline commonly performed
tasks within your organisation,
helping to improve your users’
productivity
••Reduce user errors with interfaces
that are purpose built with logical
form and function
••Simplify the tasks of day to
day management with easy to
navigate portal reporting and
monitoring pages

Optus Navigator Suite Workflow Portal for
HPE Content Manager (formerly HP TRIM
software) is designed to help organisations
more easily deploy complex workflow
processes quickly and efficiently.

•• Simple electronic forms help to improve user
adoption to automated workflow processes
within the portal, allowing you to define your
own starter and task pages to streamline
your processes.

The Workflow Portal allows users to leverage
the HPE Content Manager workflow engine
in two important ways. Deliver the whole
workflow experience through an intuitive Web
Portal and extend the capabilities of HPE
Content Manager Workflow with additional
enterprise features.

•• Workflow portal allows users to view the
status of their workflow processes more
quickly and easily and the associated
activities within each workflow case.

The Workflow Portal delivers every day user
and administrative tools such as In Trays,
Shared Queues, Activity Forms, Management
Screens and personalised Portal Pages
through an intuitive web portal. The one
interface supports end users’ who focus on
task completion and managers who need to
keep an eye on workloads, task progress and
reallocation of work.

Features
•• Automate tasks using the extended server
side command broker. This engine provides
automated backend processing such as
updating payroll systems, generating custom
email messages or adjusting document
security as the workflow process unfolds.

•• Template management allows you to
incorporate your template documents
currently used in HPE Content Manager into
steps within the new workflow processes
and ensure the right templates are always
used.
•• Tailored back-end processing. With broker
agents incorporated into the Workflow
Portal, you can define your own back-end
tasks and connect these directly to the
Workflow Services engine. Execute your
own code developed using the HPE Content
Manager Software Development Kit without
altering the core application.
•• Mobility Extensions. Extend the reach of
workflow to smartphone users within and
outside your company. Capture documents,
complete workflow steps and more with the
mobility extensions.
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Simplified work trays and menu system

Intrays are split between personal, group and suspended tasks. Filter,
sort and tag operations all improve a user’s task management.
The workflow enquiry screen lets you see, at a glance, all work related
to selected processes and see within each process the status of each
step.
View your processes as a whole and generate reports directly from the
Workflow Portal.

Configure workflows directly from the portal

Once you sketch the workflow process in HPE Content Manager the
task of setting up tasks is simplified within the Workflow Portal.
Configure Instructions, Time Alerts, Email Alerts, ToDo Items, Server
tasks and many more features directly from the Workflow Portal.
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Personalised task screens

Select from the many task screens shipped with the Workflow Portal or
build your own task screens.
Users are presented with logical screens that are designed to have only
useful and appropriate options.

Enquire screens to manage multiple cases

* Images reproduced with permission from the University of Sydney

The workflow enquiry screen let’s you see, at a glance, all work related to
selected processes and see within each process the status of each step.
View your processes as a whole and generate reports directly from the
Workflow Portal.

This application has been developed to operate on a
range of Browser platforms where a touch interface
is provided.
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